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Earlier this month, Tecnoplast was given an opportunity to attend 

SUR/FIN, a manufacturing and technology trade show and 

conference in Las Vegas, run by the National Association for 

Surface Finishing (NASF). Three representatives for Tecnoplast 

travelled to the conference from Anderson, Indiana. Gloria Da Ros 

(CEO), Matt Lucchese, and Anthony Carlson attended the 

sustainability summit, and the Nadcap session on Monday, June 6, 

and represented the company at the Tecnoplast booth for the 

remainder of the conference.  

 

Tecnoplast Wins Big at SUR/FIN Las Vegas 
By: Alexander Giommi 

Our MISSION is to solve 

our customers’ problems 

regarding gases, 

corrosive fumes and 

chemical treatment. 

Our VISION is to 

become a point of 

reference in our market 

at international level. 
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“[Sustainability is] doing 
your job today, right, so 
that it does not screw up 

tomorrow.” 

What Happened in Vegas… 

1

NASF is recognized as the 

industry’s premier trade 

association, and considered by 

many to be the voice of the 

surface finishing industry. This 

year, the SUR/FIN manu-

facturing and technology  

trade show and conference 

welcomed over 180 surface 

finishing industry suppliers, and 

featured more than 80 

presentations by professionals 

and industry experts on a wide 

range of topics, including 

advances in surface finishing, 

best practices, regulatory 

issues, business management 

and strategy, to name a few. 

The purpose of the conference 

was to gain meaningful insights 

into the future of the surface 

technology industry.  

Our representatives had the 

opportunity to see first-hand the 

innovative technologies offered 

by exhibitors, and learned 

about the emerging issues and 

industry practices. They 

attended two presentations: 

the sustainability summit, and 

the Nadcap session. The former 

was a conference that focused 

on demonstrating the best 

practices for surface finishing, 

touching on the trends, tools, 

2

and regulation of the practice. 

Three panelists spoke of 

sustainability within their 

respective fields, but one 

moment that struck Mr. Carlson 

was when George Cushnie of 

the National Center for 

Manufacturing Sciences said, 

“[Sustainability is] doing your 

job today, right, so that it does 

not screw up tomorrow.” This 

quote resonated with our 

delegate. It seems so simple, 

yet it is often overlooked in a 

search for sustainability. In the 

adjacent room, Matt Akin of 

TrueLogic Company chaired 

the Nadcap session. His 

presentations, “Raising Your 

Game to Aerospace Quality” 

and “Succession Planning to 

Maintain Quality,” touched the 

topics of increasing and 

maintaining quality.  

Our delegates manned the 

Tecnoplast booth for the 

following two days where they 

showcased our products with 

videos, banners, and samples. 

Several potential customers 

showed interest in Tecnoplast, 

and our representatives 

returned to Anderson with 

excellent satisfaction. 
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NASF Conference attendees navigate 
the booths of surface finishing industry 

suppliers 


